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CRAFTER I

INTRODUCTION

.CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
In the process of genuinely attempting to live and share the Good
Ne,.;s of Jesus Christ with an "exploding" contemporary world, some people
have become increasingly desperate to knm.; how!
This necessity, they have discovered, is disturbing multitudes
of sincere Christians in every walk of life .

Many have found themselves

turning from one "successful" method to another; while others have
"faithf ully" held to some f avorite or "honored" procedure .
But who has succeeded and who has failed?
of the taslt?

v1hat are the standards

Hot.; is it known when one is actually succeeding?

methods have been used throughout the history of the church .
come, some have gone; some have remained, some have returned .

r·tany
Some have
~fuat

is

the measure of t>Jhat is "good" and what is "bad" in this process?
At

some have begun t o think that possibly neither they,

t~es

nor the particular methods they were using had been designed to fit the
unique circumstances of \-7hich they

~11ere

a part .

On

the other hand,

from time to time they were nsuccessful;n at least in some amount or
quality; but this t·1as frequently only more perplexing because they
neither really

kne~~

t-1hy it had occurred nor how to perpetuate it .

Nor did they find it possible to accept the easy conclusing that
it

l •7as

just the "spirit of the age . "

It might be true, but they '·7ere

haunted by the feeling that possibly they had not adequately carried
out their portion of the responsibility; or that in spite of their

3

sincerity and zeal they might not have properly understood their part .
The writer has sought some

anm~ers

to this enigma in studying such

fields as: psychology, education, theology, philosophy, Bible, history,
literature, etc .

In addition the writer has

taught~

led youth and adult

groups of various sizes and purposes; pastored churches and counselled
the confused, bereaved, penitent, seelting, confident, careless, and
indifferent .
At some time during this process, the liriter became at·7are of

the vast neu science of communication .
sensed a kinship
~,ronder

beL~een

The more he read, the more he

their problem and his .

In fact, he began to

whether they might have discovered some clues to help solve his

dilemma .
This idea the writer persued through a study of the history of
language~

theory .

semantics, mass communication and the general communication
Though he is only novice in any of these fields and hardly that

in some, he has become convinced that 11hat and hm1 they are speaking is
at least pertinent to the problem faced by religious communicators .

Of

no small assistance in his coming to this insight were the works of such
contemporary authors as Hendrick Kraemer, 1 Eugene Ni da, 2

1

Hendrick Kraemer, The Gommunication of the Christian Faith
(Philadelphia: The tJestmin'S"t'er Press , 1956) .- 2
Eugene Nida , Message ~Mission (London: Hamish Hamilton Ltd . ,

1960) .

4

F.

w.

Dillistone, 3 J . B. Phillips, 4 and Harry DeWire . 5
I,

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Since those making careful study in the concept of "communication" had appeared to be facing similar problems to those of the
Christian educator, it was decided that it would be beneficial to seek
answers for the following questions :
-~ communication ·'-

'~oes

the contemporary concept of

have any relationship to God ' s recorded revelation of

Himself?"; "If so, does this Biblical 'communication' give us any indication as to the principles invol.ve<l in the construction and judging of
contemporary means of Christian 'communication?'; and finally, "Is it
possible that in answering these questions one approaches the core of
Christian education?"

This study attempts to begin to anst-1er these

questions .
II .

JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

It is not as if nothing had been said in reference to these
thoughts .

Surely all of theology, history of Christian thought , as

well as Church history are closely related .

Likewise, the above men-

tioned authors, others listed in the bibliography and many more seem

lr. W. Di l listone, Christiani~ ~Communication (New York:
Charles Scribner ' s Sons, 1956) .
4

J . B. Phillips, Haking Hen Whole (London: Collins Press, 1955) .

5
Harry DeWire, The Christian As Communicator (Philadelphia:
lveetminster Press, 1959) .

to

facing into this

Indeed. it

world mission scene and the
are

constantly

field

Christian counseling.

discoveries and inducins

this

in this area.

investisation. the
chosen,

particular

had
specific questions.
them or

that

may have

to them; but it seemed logical that they should

directly; because

the nature

the complexity of

the

being

increasingly

the apparently already

interrelationship

and
the two fields

"communication" and nchristian education. n

III.
accomplish the

to

succinct definition of

In this

n

as

as other "'''"'""' ... "'

utilized; in addition to a
the

study

ncomrm.micate .. 11
Other authors certainly cannot be held

writer's conclusions, but it
followed

use of their

for

that at

some logic
in

been

construction

a "working'* definition.
to

6

approach Scripture* as a

man; and let the Bible itself

judge whether there was any relationship between the

~~·~ny·~

naturally into an

over a

resource out of
wr:U::er
tentative solutions to the

in the construe-

Obviously, the task was tmmenae ao that
mately

to be established;

guidelines ulti·

they were not finally sat until

the period of writing which forced its consequent discipline of

Spacial or Biblical

more

and authoritative.

This was not to

was chosen

that

arel Revelation was not related, but just that it was not chosen for

writer baa chosen the Revised Standard Version of the Bible
for
it is the contemporary
authorized, standard and contemporary translations ware used in study;
and all
to support
siva inaisht toward the resultant

7

this study.
Another ltmitation emerged out of the very procedure of the
investigation itself..
over

t~1enty

Having spent all his life in the church and

years teaching and preaching the Bible, it l-70uld have been

easy for the \'7riter to merely proof-text some new "notions . 11 And liltely
this has not been completely avoided .•
Therefore to alleviate this as much as possible, a genuine attempt

has been made to let the Scripture "speak" for itsel£ ..

Some resumes are

made from time to time, as "t-7ell as contrasts and comparisons beb1een
the facts and incidents of revelation and the ideas and theories of
communication; but it was felt that there was neither time nor space
in this investigation to "spell out" the multitude of implications .

The discovery of general relationships betv1een the fields of
"communication" and "Biblical
some

co:~:e

:~:evelation"

and the possible unfolding of

principles to govern the mode and appraisal of the Christian

education process were the only goals .
V.

DEFINITIONS

For this paper the follmving definitions were assumed:
~·

Creator of all things knotm and unknown; interested in man .

~

Christ .

The authentic personal revelation of God in the

~1orld .

~

Bible .

The authentic recorded revelation of God to man; the

major confirmation and source of definition of all contemporary knowledge of Him.
~·

A creature of God, made in God's image and capable of

fello1-1Ship l..rith God .

CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF CO.'VlMUNICATIOO

It

I.

of

-

Word lloote
Of tmmediate interest then, was
with,

broke into
conjunction,

together.

obligation or with munia which means gift.

Thus

~!!!2!!

could

shown to express the idea of !! obligation !!
shared.

The

related Sanskrit

illuminate this concept through its

to tupport and

10
Investisation revealed
Anglo•Saxcn ;eme ne which was
ugeneral." Semantic kinship was likewise detected in the Danish

by Webster's actual definition
term

as:
1. Balonsing or

to the community at large.

2. Shared equally or similarly by two or mere individualtl • •••

4.

frequeat or
occurance or appearance;
by reason of frequency; as, a common sight ••••

Continued research in Webster revealed that the

1. To

(with); .also to have intercourse (with}.
or
together; to take counsel; now
specifically, to ccmverse intimately; to hold spiritual or
confidential intercourse.
2. To

ecmver~u~

1. To impart,

or
a
sensation; •••• 2. To
to
by way
of information; •••• 3. To share in common; to participate in ••••
~·~~~~~-~or

communication might
definition:

imps~~·

of this

further elucidated

it to its syn•

Conferring is au act of authority;
tty or generosity.
and men
private station
di&Qitiest
kinduessee 1
"'"'""B•"" bestowed. Merit, favor, interest, capdce 1
to conferrins: necessity, solicitation.
lead to bestowing.

as

apparently

it

Latin
is probably CO!lll:l'OUD<Ied
veho, to carry with one •••• To bear
weig~f any substance
one's self- or to
the object
about one: to carry is to remove a body from the spot
it
was: we
bear, in S!F.linl• but we
not always ~!7£r:t.
ve
Both
be applied to thinae as well as per•

1891).
s~d

Bp.sli~~ S
s (New York: Harper and Brothers,
are listed as n a dictionary so that page references
unnecessary.

it;
'fhat which

ere
or exertion: a porte:t' carries goods on his knot: goods are convez:ed
in a
or a cart J they are transported
a vessel. Conexpreases simply the mode or removing; trans;eort aanexes
of
place arul

-

••

of a ._,..... .,,....
•uu:r<:T<;u<~T.fl>

rather the process

So it was decided that one could assume that though associated
with the comm.unication conce:et, they nevertheless seem to be more a
stated
that one tried to find a way in which to convey or transmit the idea
he wished to communicate.
Imert. finally the synonym "impart" was scrutinized.
Webster vas sought as the authority for this comparison.
CONMDIICA!I, IMPARr agree in the idea of a conveyance or
of information or of qualities (no
of tangible
or concrete thing)J they differ chiefly in
communicate stressing
result, impart, rather the process of the
t'iiiisfer. To COMMOIICA'l'l (the more
term)
to make
common to both parties or obJects involved the knowledge or
quality convoyed; to IMPAR!, to sba:re with another whet
regarded as primarily one's own; u, the sky communicated its
color to the sea;
courage communicated itself to his men;
smoke imparted
odor to his ciothes; to impart one's
a kill to otnen.

13
;
'
Resume

2E Semantic

Research

At thia point, the writer became convinced that possibly the

in its

These were found to be in contrast to other

which.

a~ilar

nieating process, such as: :onvez, transmit. bestow, carrz, trans2ort.
Continued research manifested that this ndynamic" concept was
supported by the definition and uaase of many authorities.

For this

inquiry, the following were chosen as representative.

Wilbur Schramm
Authentication.

Wilbur Schramm ia now the director of the

Institute for Communication Research at Stanford University.

He

had been associated with similar work in the University of

of communication, especially
19S4 Schramm edited a
of

Communication.

communication.
entitled, "The Process

The material had originated

States Information Agency to

background

Effects

the United
training

~1ilbur Schramm, ed., The Process and Effects of Mess Commu·
nieation (Urbana, Illinois: uniVersity of-xllinoia Preas~S4).

14

was 'Wl:'itten by Schramm and prasi'Ulted an introduction to the concept.
It is perhaps significant that the material was originally published
Society for the

Latin derivation

W'b!Ul we c~nieate we are trying to establish a "commonness" with someone. That is~ we are trying to share informa•
tion, an idea, or an attitude. At this moment I am trying to
communicate to you the idea that the essence of communication
is getting the receiver
the sender "tunedu together for a
particular message. At this same momentp someone
excitedly phoning the
department that the
is on
fire.
else a
man in a
automobile
trying to convey the understanding that
moon-eyed because
loves the young lady. Somewhere else a newspaper is trying
to persuade its
to believe as it does about the
Republican Party. All these are forma
communication, and
the process in each ease is essentially the same.S

to confirm

Colin pb.errx
Authentication.

Colin Cherry is the Henry

4Ibid., First page of

s!lli,•• P• 3.

Fn:r-mmT·d.

15
Telecommunication at Imperial College, University of London.
1957 he wrote tblt book

"em

In

Human CO'!m:lrl.mication1 " which was published

Jointly by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. 6 At that time it was the first in a series of
"Studies in Communication" and was to serve as, "Introduction."
In 1961, Science Editions, Inc., a paper back science series,
republished the bOOk exactly as the original.

On the back cover the

publisher states,
On Human Communication discusses the opiniov~ of internationally known authorities ••• The author's critical approach
cuts across a Wide field of the literature, and his work
Ef~~terges as a comprehensive source book ot references, citations, and definitions.

Since it is neturel for a publisher to pz·ooote his work in
such a way 1 they also quote in the same place from the .-Jo...,u...rne;..;;o;o;;;.-1 9!_
Communication that "'This is 'must • reading for anyone interested in
the scientific study of human communication.•"
It is interesting and possibly significant to notice that in
his vork on _........,....,..,._......,.......,.;,;;;;;;..
Mass Communications of 19601 Schramm mentions Cherry7 in

Schramm's accompanying annotation suggests that Cherry's book is

"An attempt to combine some
communication. "

Of

the different scholarly approaches to

also adds 1 that the "author, " Cherry,

a

tele-

6Colin Cherry, On Ruman Communication (:New York: Science
Editions, Inc., 1957).-7wilbur Schramm, ed., Mass Communications (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1960), p. 6f3:

16

Vievein~.

In the light of this background on Cbel'l"'Y 1 his

definition of communication seemed significant.

In a glossary Appen-

dix it vas detected that be sought to describe the information be was

:Definitions and lxpltcattons ot some of the terms used
Where different schools o:t t
or s£t!des ot
OJin!on are o:t serious consequence, thiata 1 tcated.
· in this bOok.

Following tb.ta comment, be described communication as:
Broadly: The establishment of a social
by the use of

seta
rules, for veri~
many shades .2£. optn.i~. )

from ind!Vid-

or signs.
goal-seeking activities.

common.
(Tbere are

o:t

another place in his work, under the heeding, "What is

Communication is essentially a social affair.
has
evolved a host of different systems of communication which render hie social life possible • social life not in the aen1e ot
living tor hunting or tor making war, but in a sense unknown
animals. Moat prominent emor.g all these systems ot communication is, ot course, human speech and language.lO
To this he added.:
When "members" or "elements" are in communication with
one another, they are essociating, co-operating with one
another, forming an "organization", or sometimes an "organism."
Communication is a social function. That old cliche, "a whole
is more than the sum ot the parts," expresses e truth; the
whole~ the organization or organism, possesses e structure
which is describable as a set of rules, and this structure,
the rules, me:r remain unchanged u the individual members or

-

9Ibid.

-

10Ibid., PP• 3-...
'·

J.erl:~en1~ · are
By the possession of this structure the
whole organization may be better adapted or better fitted for
some soal..seeking aet1:dty. Communication means a shl.llrlng of
elements of beifvior, or modes of life, by the existence of
sets or rules.

on a defitlitioo of one

nication is the discrimi.nator.r m:lti(:ms:e of en or!t;;8Il1sm to a stim..

ulus. ul2

••• The same
that a definition broad
enough to embrace all that the word "communication" means to
~'~~-A·f(ffl m~ risk finding
generalitiee. We would agree; such definitions or descriptioM
serve as little mo:t"e than :foci for discussion. But there are
two points we wish to make concerning this psychologist's
definition •••• as we shall view it in our present context,
eommtnication
not
response itself but is essentially
the relationsh~ set up by the transmisaion of stimuli and the
evocation of responses.l3

1:1ign.ifieant concept of oonmrunieattou

within a nsocial unit" or

"'relationship" "established n by
adapt itself to some

12s. s. Stevens, "lntroductiont A Detf.uition of Communication,"
quoted in Colin Cherry 1 Ibid., PP• 6-7.

13Ibid., p. 7.

-

-

18
"goal" or 11purpose" tb.rough "association," •cooperation, " "participation."
Thus we had ascertained that not only did these men confirm
the "dynamic" quality of the concept Of communication, but also
provided greater resource material for a definition.
III.

DmrDI'!IQI BY OBSDVDG

riJLDS

DFUJDCID

BY 'MI COMMWIICATICII CCifCBP!

The next step in the continuing deliniation was the observation of the nriety of fields of kni'JWledge touched by the concept of
comunication.
Fields Listed
!'rom the Yentage point of hie experience, it was noted that
Cherry perceived the concept Of colll'liWlication u arising
••• in a number of disciplinesJ in sociology, linguistics,
psycholOQ 1 economics J in physiology ot the nervous a1ltem,
in the theory of signa, in communication engineering.
Cherry also observed that when one hears the term communicate it
••• calls to mind moat readily the sending or receipt of a
letter, of a conversation between two friendiiJ some may think
of new11pepers isllued daily from a central office to thoUIIands
of subscribers 1 or ot radio broadcallting,; other~~ may think Of
telephones, linking one speaker and one listener.
But, be added, that this was not necessarily true of the

19

.

••• for instance, ornithologists end entomologists may
think of flocking end swarming, or of the incredible precision
which flight maneuvers rllre
birds, or the
homing of ptgeons ••• Agrl!in, physiologists
the
communicative function of the nervous system, co-ordinating
the actions of all the parts of en integrated animal. At the
other end of the scale, tbe anthropologist
sociologist are
greatly interested in the communication between large groups
of people, societies and races, by virtue of their cultures,
their economic end rel1gious systems, their laws, languages,
end ethical codes. 15
To these lists it was found thst one could add semantics,
syntactics, television, phonetics, cybernetics, public speaking,
philosophy, motion pictures, advertising, transportation, writing,
photography, art education, history, etc. ; all discovered to be
e

special fields in themselves or specialized areas of related

disciplines.

In fact, it appeared that there wes practically no

division of human thought which had been left untouched by the communication "revolution."
Reason

!.2!: Influence
As a reason for the wide interest in this subject 1 Cherry sug-

gested the concentration ot modern specialization:
••• most of us are content to carry out an intense cultivation of our own little scientific garden ••• , deriving ocea~
atonal pleasure from a chet with our neighbors over the fence,
while with them we discuss, criticize, and exhibit our prod•

uce.
Too many ot us ~houstil are scientifically lonely; we

15Ibid., p. 5-6.

-

20

of gontinually talkill6 to ourselves, and seek companionship ••• 1

our study

disclosed that the
stirred the search

for synthesis, integration end even interpretation in interrelation.
Continued investigation added

qualifying fact that in

order to accomplish this commur.dcation, someone in
discipline must initiate a move toward others.

field, or

It seemed to be

obvious, though, that this would be more euiq said then done.

Such

insight suggested the next point of definition: the problems associated with the idea of communication.
rf.

Dlrllr.fiOI' BY DBSC.RIPTIQI 01 SOMI QF Til PBOBI.IMS
ASS~IAftD

Since

WITH TBI IDIA OF COMMUIICATICB

bad been detected that the intention of communication

was to "shsre, ft to find a point at "commonness 1 " to "cooperate, .. to

logical for the integrating individuals or fields to diecover or
create some mutual vocabulary. 17
vocabularz
so this apparent necessity of "Vocabulary" became the first

16Ibid•, pp. 1-2. Bracketed word is inserted.

-

17Harry A. DeWire, The Christian as Communicator (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, l§bl), p. 157).
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problem investigated.

Between some disciplines the building of

vocabulary was considered to be fab·ly easy; tor instance: physics
and mathematics, sociology and psychology 1 economics and diplomacy 1
etc.

Their relative esse of bridging wee ehown to occur moat from

the overlapping problem situations and terminology.

AlthO'Uf€h :it

was ascertained .that the llimilerity can wo become a problem if the
worde nsed ere the same but have different connotations.
But exemtnetton revealed that the more one drifts away from
the so-called "exact" sciences or the more naturally interrelated
fields, the more probability there is of "misunderstanding." This
feet vas presumed ea the major reason tor the enthusiasm in some
groups for the mathematically centered "Theory of Communication,"
also called the "Information Theory of Communication."
But it wu learned that telecommunications engineer Cherry 1
had strw:k a herd blow at any undue optimism toward
power of the "Mathematical

~heory.

tr

unifying

"True," he acknowledge, "it

has considerable relevance to ••• dif'ferent disciplines, but it is not
a cure-ell."18 In feet, be continued •••
At the time of wrlttng, the varlOW!I aspects of communication, as they sre studied under the different disciplines,
by no means form a unified study; there is a certain ey,.on
ground which shows promise of fertility, nothing 110re.
By this it vas presumed be meant that even those spacial

22

wld.eh.

up the science of communication itself (linguistics,

mathematics, cybernetics, psych.olo&f, semantics, phonetics, etc.) were
not

united; let alone other specialised fields.
it was assumed that one of the major
was

vo~ebulary-~ords,

bridses, rules; the actual tools of

the interrelating process.
}:ntearity
The next vitel concern detected in the communication process
was that of integrity.2° As two individuals or fields actually
attempt to move toward commonness or association in vocabulary, it was
discovered that there 11111 the possibility of the ustrcu:agern (larger,
more highly developed, more mature or secure) absorbing (dominating,
assimilating) the "weaker. u

If this occurs; instead of communication

(brid&inl, sharinl, participatinl,

cooperat~nl)

it was perceived that

there would be coercion. And coercion probably would result in either
capitulation (with assimilation, tmitetion end

2ret~s~)

or rebellion

(with rejection, defense and violence.)
Nor was it found that this danger of coercing was merely one
related to those who are

"~trcns;'!r."

The "weaker• u it could be seen.

might take advantage of the generous "stronger"

create a similar

reaction.
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16.

the

coucluded tl1at

authors
to

'~"""l'"t<'!a•11"

"'"" ... '"""'

n2l

coerced !f words.
This brings to mind the
thought;

related to this problem was
entitled "Changing Opinions on

by three authors in a chapter
a

Controversial Subject.u23 They dis•

that:
1. Presenting tb.e arguments on both sides
was found to
more effective than
only
supporting the point
1ft the case
individuals
who were j.n:ttbl~,l S?RJ2.2!~
21Joseph T. ltlapper.
and .. ,,,"L "'"'"""""
n The Process
and lffects of Mass Communication, ad. by Wilbur ~~},~~·mm (Urbana:
university o~IIIinois Press~ 1954), pp. 317,
•
22stuart
I!! !lrannx s! Words (New York;
Brace
and Company, 1938); ~Power !{Words (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
1953, 1954); Guides £2 !trataht Jbinki!l (New York: Harper
Brothers Publishers, 1956).
23carl 1. Hovland, Arthur A. Lumsdaine
Fred D. Seffield,
"The
of
'One Side 1 versus '
Sides 1 in Changing
Opiniooa on s Controversial Subject, n Wilbur "''"'""11".,,.,_
• , The
Process !!.!_ lffects !! !':!!!! Communication. 22.• ill• » p. 274-;-

24
2. For
view being
both sides
presenting
advocated.

men who were already convinced ot the point of
presented, however, the inclusion of arguments on
was lees effective for the group as a whole then
only arguments favoring the general position being

3. ~tter-educeted men were more favorably effected by the
p:resentation of both aides; poorly educated men were more
effected by the communication which used only supporting ergu·
ments.
4. ~ group tor which the presentation giving both sides
was least effective was the group of poorly educated men who
were already convinced of the point of view being advocated.
5 • .An important incidental finding was that omission ot: a
relevant argument was more noticeable end detracted more from
effectiveness
the presentation using arguments on both sides
then in the presentation in which only one side was discussed.
So the investigation su!lem& to corroborate the necessity of
mutually agreed upon "definitions," "rules," "signs," "vocabularies"
of communication not onl,- for :reciprocal understanding, but also for
proper integration.
~his

interred necessity for freedom from coercion also intro-

duced the importance of some additional considerations.

lot only did

there seem to be the necessity of mutually comprehensible vocabulary
or rules to govern the process and protect the integrity of all

ently also needed to be education in the proper receipt and evaluation
of information.
:faith
~se

deductions manifested the fact that "suspicion" might be

one of the greatest hindrances to the sb.ering and receiving process.
Observation affirmed that an unbelieving "receiver" will very likely
either *'twist" or "miss take" ell overtures (or gestures, as DeWire

puts it) 24

It was

that

Wi:l! llOt

mora
~~~~•~e:u c~nication.

roore

WSI!

or
more :lntense this problem

to

and

But

as

aa

the question became, 'Vhat if there was an initial

'gulf' or

can

words,
faith relationship?"

Information
the

to

contact with an

would

or cultural

A.
25

colin Cherry, ~·

ill··
t

p.

pp. 8·16.

rten.ce .. 26
Research indicated th.et comprehensible into:rmation; in truth,
be presented in order to relate the !ndbridual and his needs to

eon·
insure reception

yet avoid

establish the need of education for proper receipt of information.
Referent
It oec'I.U"!'ed to the writer that even these l'.IMans might well
prove futile unless there were some vay in which the intormation
could be objectively confirmed in the immediate personal experience

ot the individual.
That this referent could be either negative or positive
appeared evident as long as it vas an attestation to the verity of
the message as given.
It also seemed logical that repeated confirmation might
necessary before the desired attitude of confidence was attained.
it was also evident that that which was said must have reality to
"back" it and that this reality must be disclosed in some way end
measure before there could be satisfactory basis for belief.

2

6~ugene A. JU.da, Messap and Mission (l'ev York: lsrper and
Brothers, 1960) 1 pp. 57, 5S.
27a.e discussions of learning and meaning in Cherry and Bide.
Also lida, .21• ill•, pp. 72-75 and 138.

confidence was established
no

to

ever

1tiea of comn1uniestion.

or concept to

of the high-sounding and/or

phrases of contemporary life can be shown to

mostly emotion for

people:
ttcreeping socialism, " etc.

All these

plicated referents, so that they are understood as being difficult
to define.

In fact,

it b

usually through

the illustration of some person or incident in which they are embod·

ted.

give :reasonably strong support for the need of proper confirmation
or "authoricattontt if it vu expected that information vas to be

Motive

so difficult,

28
tenuous end risky; whet is the advantage of communicating?"
Hendrick Kraemer gives one answer to this question by s
quotation from Roger M&hl, "Communication is 'the fundamental human
tact. '"29 There is, he declared, no alternative; men are "doomed" to
communicate.

They ere communicators.

Wendell W. Freshley in an article describing an interview ot
larry A. DeWire indorses this idea quite succinctly.
Communication i.e the fundamental human teet. It occurs
as people talk, shake hands, gesture, embrace, wort, est, or
play together. It hsppens as people evade one another,
admonish, show tear or come to blows. Frequently the nonverbal expreasions communicate more effecti~ly in person-toperson relationships than do actual words. 3
Communication, then, in its broadest sense was demonstrated to
be living: thinking, doing, not doing.

It one was going to attempt to answer the question, "Why

communicstet"; then one must face the question "WlQ' live?" What is
the motive or motivation?
That this question could not be explored in this paper was
evident, but some light was l!lought.
The already presented research seemed to affirm the tact that
most people will Just naturally persist in lite and communication
either for their own benefit (in other words their own existence and

29Hendrick K'reemer, The Communication ot the Christian Feith
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1§61), 'P7 ll.
3<\rendell w. Freshley, "Let's Communicate," Builders (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Evangelical United Brethren Church Preas),
December 2, 1962, Vol. 48, Bo. 48, p. 3. .An interview of larry A.
DeWire, author of the book, The Christian as Communicator, in The
Westminster Press Series on Christian communication.
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pleas'!.U'e) or tor the benefit of others: or perbeps some ot both.31

The aim of this section bee been to uncover some ot the problema raised b7 the idea of communication.
It has been established that one ot the deepest questions is
that of motive which vas seen to determine the desire or will to
share and probabl7 the "spirit •• or attitude of that relationshiE•
That men would persist in communication vas concluded, though
haw and vby must evidently be left to their discretion, but probably
not without consequence.
It has been determined that any individual, therefore, wishing
to communicate ma7; but he would be

o~ligeted

to attempt to establish

a mutually comprehensible vocabulary to act as a bridge (a framework
tor relationship) as well as to protect the mutuel integrity of ell

participators.
It was further deduced that this vocabulary would not likely
be accepted or even comprehended

~less

there was some effort at

confirming or verifying its reality within the realm of tha personal
experience of the individual.
From this line of reasoning it vee assumed tl:let if end when
the vocabulary vas accepted, it would form tha basic materiel by which

information could be shared, the "common ground •• upon. which relet ion-

31Barry

A

~.

DeWire, 22• cit., pp .. 20-112.
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could be built.,
This led to the final area of definition which seeks to demonstrate some of the technicalities ot this process as described by
contempore.ry communication science.

Stuart Chase 1 in Power _........,......._.
of Words; 33 in fact, a number of authors in
the communication field are reesonablf well agreed on the "basic"
model or pattern of the process of communication.

But for this tn..

vestigation Schramm and his opening cbapter, "low Communication
Works,"3 4 was the authority.
Basic Elements
essential elements 1 he asserted, included "the source 1 the
and the destination."
A source may be an individual (speaking,
drawing,
gesturing) or a communication organtzat!on (like a newspaper,
publishing
television station or motion picture studio).
The messase may be in the form of ink on paper, sound waves in
air, or any other signal capable
interpreted meaningfully. The destination may be an individual listening,
watching, or
or a member of a group,
as a dis-

32Dartd 1:. Berlo, The Process of Communication (:!lew York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc:;-19bo) 1 pp;-30 ff..
·
33stuart Chase, The Power ot Words (:lew tork: Jlarcourt, Brace
and Company, 1953 1 1954},pp. 11 fi..
34Schramm, St•

ill.•,

pp. 3...26 ..

cussion group, a lecture audience, a football crowd, or a mob;
or an individual member of the particular group we call the
mass audience, ~uch as the reader of a newspaper or a viewer
of television .. 3
'fb.e "source., was depicted as having to taka into consideration

the proposed "message" and conaiderable information about the inten-

is, putting it in a form to be "transmitted." This would be the initiel step in vocabular,y building as described in the previous section.

Many questions were suggested as necessary considerations at
the "source" before the message was "encoded. "

"liow long would this

message need to last?" A written, recorded or filmed message vas
demonstrated as lasting longer than one which was only spoken into
the air.

Radio, television, motion picture, or other amplifying

equipment vas portrayed as having the capacity of' trensmitting a
greater distance.

The problem would be, flJ:ov far is it to got"

Additional questions might include: "What common experiences
does the receiver have with the "sender?"

nind national tongues.

"Do they apeak the same

One might have the language of tb.a "specialist"

versus that of the "layman;" the language of the "poor" versus the
"rich;" or it could be tb.a language of the "church" versus thst of

"world;" the language of "love,,. of »li2'WJic," etc., and/or some
combination.. Whatever the case,. the ••source u vas designated sa
obligated to "tune in" on the "destination, • if understanding of and
response to hie message wee desired.
Ioise
J'urther questions to be asked by the "source" included:
ffBow much •noise' would there bet" This "noise" was represented as
having to do with the enviro!.'ll!lent of the message during transmission;
that is, after it left the "encoder" of the "sender" and before it
was received into the "decoder" of the "destination." or "receiver."
Examples of "noise" described were: static or electrical interference in the air or on transmission lines of rsdio 1 television,
telephone; people talking or moving in e room; in addition to any
other distractine; thoue;ht, movement, sound or even motive.
The "noise" factor was characterized es influencing the force
or intensity of the "message," as well es the simplicity or complexity of the "code." Also effecting these would be the urgency of the
message.
Transmission
capacity or receptivity of the ''decoder was manifested as
a necessB1"7 consideration.
suited to the "receiver?"

"What is the transmitting medium best
"Cen it see, feel, heart"

"Which does it

do best!" Another significant element wae the means to which the
message was best adapted.

33

tial observations in the initiation

Feedback

a •,.etter to the
iditor, 11 a glance at the watch, a

cupped to the

intensification was

reflection

'lftedundancyn was likewise disclosed as
37
very structure of language. Berlo offered the

wilt iuto the

that when people say this they are

36The scientific description of communication is so technical

that the writer has chosen to select certain basic elements according
the need. It was noted that most non-technical writers do this.
»arlo, DeWire, Nida and others can be consulted as references.
to

37aer1o, 22•

!!£.,

p. 203.

stet ing that:
l. There is a penon nemed John.
2. There is a penon nemed Jim.
3. There is a process named seeing.
We are also sayiQg somethill8 else. We ere saying that
John was engaged in the process ot seeing, end that Jim was
the consequence ot John's engagement in the process.
It could be added that if the statement was being made by anyone other then John or Jim, then one abo knows that "X" saw John
seeing Jim or hear someone say that John saw Jim, etc.
Another "nonsense" sentence of Berlo 's was called upon to serve
as an illustration;38 "Most smoogles have concom."
••• the formal meaning for the "s" in the word "smoogles (s)"
The formal meaning for the word "bave" is
"more then one. " If we were to use words to say whet these
formal meanings say, the sentence might reed something like
this : Most (there ere more then one) smoogles (of course 1
there ere more tban one) have (remember there ere more then
one) concom.
is "more then one."

The "built in" "redundancy" is shown ss helping to insure
the proper communication.

And it is presumed that if the "noise"

level is high and the emergency greet enough, one would likely in·
crease the "redundancy" end simplify the "symbol" to be certain of
comprehension.
En;tron
Another element manifested as being overcome with "redundancy"
is "entropy," or the tendency tor a message to lose something in pes-

sege.39

Included in this term were the adequacy of the communicating

38~., p. 202.

39Chase, £2•

£!l.,

P• l 9.
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instru.ment to accurately tranamit the symbols J the question of the
precision of the symbols transmitted to convey the desired meaning;
end the capacity of communicating symbols end transmitting instrument
to persist until the message has

conveyea. .. 4o

Recepti?n
Finally, the "destination" or "receiver" was characterized as
"bearing" the materiel transmitted end "deciding" whether to "listen; n
1f so, then ·tt would "decode" the mesl!u!lge; according,

its own •programming" or pattern of definition.

course, to

In the light of tb.e

previous study, it is evident that if there is confidence end adequate
mutuel vocabulary, the "receiver" would probably be able to compreb.end,
in some meesure, tb.e idee the "sender" intended to share.
The reply of the "receiver" would naturally constitute him e
"sender" and thus the process is exhibited as becoming as
relationship with the possibility of growing understanding, shering
end participation.
It should be evident that with this many verients, and there are
more, the process could and does become exceedingly complex.

,
VI.

~

RISUMI Cit Tlm DESC:RIPTI<II OF TD COMMUI'ICA'l'Ial COifCEP'f
AID WORIIlfG M.riBITial

Obviously, this study has only barely scratched the surface of

"
4o
See llida's discussion of "entropy" end its relation to Christian communication, 21• ~.. , pp. 150-151.
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the exceedingly technical and rapidly developing field of the science
of communicetion.

But it shall be presumed that there is sufficient

evidence for the following assumptions.
The aim for this entire chapter has been to discover, if
possible, a definition of the concept .2!, communtcatton adequate enough
for use in an investigation of its relation to the Bible.
The discussion began in a semantic uncovering of the roots of
the word "communicate." It wee ascerteined that this term did not
refer to merely a mechanical arrangement; but more properly to the
dznemic essence of e relationship of

sheri!~

end pertict2ation.

This assumption was found to be supported by at least two
authorities in the communication science field.

They eleo added the

significant idea of the communtcstigg event occurtns within

~

social

.!!9!l established .2z. ~!!!.!?!~iS!!! end :functioning as e 2urpooetul
organism through mutuel association end cooperation.
Practically every knowledge discipline was exhibited as being
in:fluenced by the communication idee; end, in teet, shown to need its
help.

The challenge seemed to be more in :finding those who would be

willing to fece the vest problems associated with this process end
continue to attempt to communicate.
The problems, it was decided, stemmed mostly out of the neces-

sity for en adequate mutuel voeebuler.y.

These brtdses or rules were

disclosed to be not only valuable for reciprocal Ce!frehension; but
also for msinteining the integrity of ell the individuals involved in

the communicating or«lci•••·

was concluded

a

eur29s~fullX

relationshie (with
each paJ:t) was

~learlz

defined

common

~-

to establish the bounds as well as

.........,........,..... the eavironmeat in

the association and reception events

couldjEree.b: occur with the ultimate potentiality of rEu:iprocal
undarstandin& and particieation.
A discussion of

to accomplish this ideal was the final

portion of the definition.

It included a description of some of the
detemi.ning

of the

~ssaae

sideration

to be transmitted; the proper choice of codes; the

con~

noise, feedback, redundancz and entropz in transmission;
consideration

all the envirCDmental problems of the

receiver.
COUC~P..,t

as:

~elationsh~

2!_ CO!:IIWnicati.OD

!!£ commcnceas.

as

this

:elat~nshit

must be purpose•

fullz established, clearlt defined and mutually c!!Rrehended; other•
wise there would likely
It was

no commoDneas but only confusion.
commonness was understood as the

ah,arin& of one.'a self !.!!:!:!. someone

!!!!.

the !E!!, receptJ!J.!!

of the other; resulting in a common craantsw within whieh there eould
be reciprocal underatandtna

ticn will

defined as:

partieieation.

38
~

EB!EOSeful establishment 2!

comprehended relationship

~

clearlz defined, mutuellz

!! order !,2 fre~Plz share one •s .!!!!,. ~

someone !!!!,; which, !t Eroarlz received., would result !!! .! common
orsentsm 2! ree12rocsl understandtns !2! participation.
In the light of this definition the research will turn to the
Bible to determine whether there is any relationship between it and
the concept of communication as designated.

OBAJ?lf.IR III
TD BIBLE AD COMN.tm'IOATICif

CHAPl'!R III

next step in this research was to embark on a very fascinating and seemingly presumptuous voyage.

The established goal was to

discover whether the Bible message had sny relation to the defined
concept of communication which hed been elicited from the initial
investigation. Therefore, this chapter \1111 consist of a brief Bible
survey in the light of the proposed definition.
Some questions asked are:

~a

this concept, 'communication,•

have any relationship to God; to the ways or activities of
unfolded in the Bible t" And
Other sources

T!'l8y

if

so, "Whet

God

as

that relationship?"

be used, but only to illuminate or confirm

the "original" source.

In the defining of communication it was determined that in
order to convey anything, there was need first for the "pmoseful
establishment££~

elearl: defined ••• relationshiE•" Therefore, in

this survey, the introductory question is,
cate that

God

~s

the Scripture indi-

has any such purpose in relation to man?"1

It seems valid to go to the lew Testament for the initial ans-

11ote the definition of "communication" on pages

37·38 above.
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fuU.

final word.

but raow in

In past days God bad spoken in uthe prophets, n

H:ls Son. ••2

11

eleven o.f the letter to the Hebrews would be a good place to basin
of some

aU died in ............... ,.
m1sed.
having seen it and
askftowledged that they were

~rjeat:ad
'&'3,.,&.."'-'""'01 08

was pro•
having
the

(Heb. U.: 13).

This theme is repeated in verse thirty-nine and elaborated.
And all these, though well attested by their faith, did
not receive
we'
bad :~:o,~ta.!Ullllll!D
thing better for us,
us they ""''""". . . "'·""
11:39,

we are
witnesses, let us also lay
so closely,
that is set before us,

endured
to endure ..
,,... ............. us
our
12:1. 2, 7a,
One quiCkly obaerves that the words
with familiarity in the light
only "put'poseful" hut

the definition. These terms are not
what might. weU.

described as a desire to "establish" en "organism" of "reciprocal
understanding end participation."
Earlier in the .iebrew letter, the author encourages the people
to ft!not be sluggish, but imitators of those who through faith end
patience inherit the promises" (Beb. 6:12).

And Abraham is declared

the example of those who "having patiently endured, obtained the
promise" (Beb. 6:15).
Apparently, though, the immediately "obtained" "promise" of
Abraham is not exactly the same as that mentioned in reference to
the contemporary reeders

of

the Hebrew letter.

For Abraham is listed

among tb.ose in chapter eleven who "died in faith, not having received
whet was promised" (Reb. 11:8-13).
So, possibly that which he "received" also pointed toward that
which was to come.
Further evidence of s Divine "purpose" can be derived from the
apostle Paul.

In writing to

of

Abraham, emphasising especielly the feet that those wb.o ..believe," as
Abraham did, ere the true "descendents" and "inheritors of the promises • .A
In the letter to

Geletiens, Paul continues to show that it

is the "men of faith wb.o era sons of Abraham" (Gel. 3:7); end the
"inheritors" of the "blessing of Abraham;" which is 1 supremely 1

4Romens 4:13-17 end 9:1-13.

":!:.!!!.

then is further confirmation of the divine intention
toward "x"E!'ciproeel understanding" and "perticipetion *' by men; ss is
indicated in the idea of "l"E!'ception."
This certainly seems to coincide with the emphasis of Jesus
end the early church.

At the close of the Gospel l"E!'port and the

beginning of his history of' the church, Luke recalls the commend of
Christ to the apostles "not to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait
for

!!:!!. promise .2! !!:.!! rather, 5

which ..... you

from me, •• ,.but

before many days you shell be baptized with the Holy Spiritn (Luke

24:49; Acts 1:1-4).
The feet end direction of

'a greet plan e1-e further eluei·

dated through the incident Of the initial fulfillment of the "promise." On that dey of the feast they were ufilled with the Roly
Spirit" (Acts 2:4); end lnterpl"e'ted their experience by quoting from
the prophet Joel.
And in the lest

def'

!!!! pourout !ilitr1

be,

1

I

upon ell flesh, and your sons end-your
daughters shBll prophesy, end your young men shell see visions
end
old men shell dream dreams; yea,
on my menservants end my maidservants in those days I will ~ aut
BEiri t; end they shell prophesy.
I wtnfihow wo'i'i'de'rs
in the heaven ebove ••• And it shell b~ that whoever cells on
name ot the Lord shell be saved.

So we have demonstrated that there is good evidence for the
deduct ion that "the promise of the Fsther" indicates en underlying

5underlin1ng inserted.
6Joel 2:28-32 es quoted by Luke in Acts 2:17·21.
inserted.

Underlining
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Divine purpose
The Hidden Mzeterz
Continued observation disclosed that tied to the idea of a

evidence and clarify the fact

aUude~~J

to the ''revelation of the mystery which was kept secret for
now disclosed and through the prophetic writings

known ••• "

(acm. 16:26).

Colossians where
•• , the mystery hidden

word of
ages ••• ., (Col. 1: 2.5-26).

mystery being now fully manifested, according to

This

by the truth of

*'Christ !!, I!!• the hope of glory" (Col. 1: 27) • 7

In these thoughts, one perceives some deliniation of the idea

only
but also through a "relationship" of ":tndweUing."

sonal testimony to the Galatians.
I have
crucified with Christ; it is no
I who
live, but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now live in
the flesh t live by faith in the Son of
loved me and
gave hUDself for me (Gal. 2:20).

in this same letter

1underlinin& inserted.

had affirmed that

him

--

reveel Ria Son "in" him (Gel. 1:15·16). And later he indi·

cates thet he, Paul, is "again in travail until Christ be formed

--

"tn" them (Gal. 4:19).8
Possibly one of Paul's most profound statements of the

"ancient" plan and purpose of God is found in his letter to tl.l.e
lphesbns.

He asserts thst they, as "the saints who are also faith-

ful in Christ Jesus," have been chosen in Christ "Detore
tion of the world" (Eph. l:l-4).
.....__...,..._

.!!!. God's •!.2.!!!."

!2! founda-

-

They are "destined," he explains, to

*tthrough Jesus Christ according to the pw::pgse of

his will ••• " (Eph. 1:5).9

provided by "God the Father" in Christ.

It is, in fact, in Him,

thst is Christ, thst they are given "insight" into the "mystery•' of
God •s

will.

This "plan" of God is, broadly, to "unite

!!:! tht~s

!a him, things in heaven and thingo on earth" (Eph. 1:7-10).10
As designated participants in this plan, those who have believed in Christ ere "sealed with the promised Holy Spirit,

'~hich,"

Paul attests,"' is the guarantee of E-neir] inheritance until lthey)
acquire (tneir ttnalJ possession of it ••• " (lph. l :11-14 ). 11
Continued investigation reveals thst there is reason to believe'

Bunderlining inserted.
1

0e.rne

9underl1n:l.ng inserted.

referent is Christ

1lunderlining and brackets ere inserted.
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in e profound communicative purpose in God; es expressed in "the promise" end "mystery; •t end the.t its outworking een be designated as a
"dyuamte,. tt conscious, participating group associetion in the "Church;"
as well as "living," "tree," individual essoeietion; all in and with
God and others through the "persona" ot Christ and the Holy Spirit.
This impression is eon:f'irmad by Paul 'til prayer that the
Ephes tans might know "the hope to which" they have 'been celled; end
~hat

are the riches of his glorious inheritance

the saints"

(:lph. 1:16-18).
'!'he "glorious inheritance" is disclosed to be the fact that

••• msde ••• slive t25ether w1~h Christ ••• and rsised ••• up
with him, end made to sit wttn him in heavenly places in
C'iiirst"l~sus, that in the coii'iiii ; s he might show the immeasurable riches ot his g~e in kindness toward [them]
in Christ Jesus (lph. 2:4-7).

-

Paul continues by reminding these people who are "Gentiles
in the flesh" (lph. 2:11) that though they were once "strangers to
the covenants ot J2romise, heving no hope
they ere now "bropght !!!!!. .!:!:!. 1!!. bl()()d

without God in the world,"

.2t Christ"

(lph. 2:12-13) •13

The result ot their new "nearness" is attested by the fact that

they ere "!!2. lon~er strayers .. •.2!.1• .. fellow citizens with the saints
14
and .;;;.;.;;;;...............................
memben of the household .......
of ...........
God ••• " (!ph. 2:19) •

l2underl1ning and brackets ere inserted.
14underlining inserted.
13underlining inserted.

--

This means, Paul :Ulustretes, that they can be likened to e
buildins erected on the "foundation of the apostles end prophets,

Christ Jesus being the chief col"l:lerstone J" and they, so "join'!!- !.2,·
sether" in Him that the *'whole stmtUl"'e •• •1rows ~! holz te!Rle •••

.!. dvellinl place ,2! .!!2! !! ~ SEirit n (iph •. 2 :20·22) .. 15
J'rom these quotations there emerges strong evidence for the
divine design. of "establishing" a ••clearly defined, mutually compre•
hended,. relationship" for the "purpose" of His "sharing,,. giving,
indwelling; end man's •tree," and "reciprocal understanding and per•
ticipstton.."
Paul is apparently so captivated by this marvelous scheme of
God

that be repeats it immediately in s different metsphore.
This "mystery of Christ,• be elucidates, is expressed in the

feet that "the Gentiles are fellow heirs, members ,2! ~!!!! ~
end 2ertekere ,2! the 2romise

!!. Christ

Jesus tnrosh !!!!, gosal"

(lph. 3:4-6) ..
These "unsearchable riches in Christ" are like a "glorious
inheritance; • 16 which is now -revealed • to "make ell men see whet is
the Elan

£!. ~ !lstea

hidden

!2!:. !I!!. .!!, !2!· .• that

through the

church the manifold. wisdom of God might now be made known to the
17
principalities end. powers in heavenly places" (lph. 3:9-10).

15und.erl1ning inserted.
l7Underl1n1ng inserted.

16See lphesisns 1:16-2:7.
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This declaration drives Paul to prayer agein; 18
••• that according to the riches of his glory he ay grant
you to be strengthened with might t~h!.!!. Siirit !!! !9!.
inner an, end that Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love, may have
power to com2rehend with ell the saints whet is the breadth
end length end height and depth, end to know the love of
Christ which surpasses kfgwledge, that you-may be filled ~
all the fullness ........
of .............
God. "i
....................
Perhaps one of the most beautiful end inspiring statements of

-

this greet "purpose" of God and "hope" of men is found in the Revel.at.i...,o.;;;.n gt ~·
Then I sew a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away 1 end the sea was no
more. And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out
of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her hue·
bend; and I heard a voice from the throne saying, "Behold tbe
dwelling of God is with men. Be will dwell with tbem 1 end
they shall be his people, end God himself will be with them;
he will wipe away every tear from their eyes 1 end deeth shell
be no more, neither shall there be mourning nor crying nor
pain any more 1 for the former things beve passed away'* (Rev.
2ltl-4).
'!'here can berdly be any doubt, then, that it is distinctly
indicated tbet there has been in the "mind'* of God "ages ego"20 a
reel "purpose" or "aim," the divine "goal" to "communicate" Himself to
men, "share" Himself with man throuch e "dynamic," intimate essocietion.
Do you not know t~t you ere God's temple end that God's
Spirit dwells in you~.L ••• he who is united to the Lord be-

18
s.e Ephesians 1:16.

191phesians 3:16·19.

20II Timothy 1:9.

21 I Corinthians 3:16.

Underlining insert.
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comes one spirit with him. 22 Do you not know thet your body
is a temple of the Holy Spi:r:lt vithin you, which you hllve from
God: You ere not your awn; you were bought with a price.23
~

!'estament Suugrt

!2::.!!!!!!!. Testament

Decleration

'fb,ough the Old Testament anticipation of these events vas
probably not es vivid; nevertheless, the Bew Testament writers plainly
find complete support in it for their basic thesis of God 'a sharing
through indwelling.
Paul quotes from Exodus 25:8 and 29:45; Leviticus 26:12;
Ezekiel 37:27; Jeremiah 3lal; Isaiah 52:11; Iosee 1:10 and Isaiah
43:6; when b.e compares the "person" to the "temple of the living Godtt
in I Corinthians 6:16 through 18.
Por we ere the temple of the living God; as God ssid 1 ni
will live in them and move among them, end I wUl
their
God, and they shall be my people. Therefore come out from them,
&nd be separate from them, says the Lord, and touch nothing
unclean.; then I will welcome you, and I will be tether to you,
and you shall be my sons and daughters, says the Lord Almighty."
Possibly even stronger support is derived from the Old Testament by .Peter es he quotes directly from the Prophet Joel in his
attempt to interpret the estonishing events of the Church's first
dey as recorded in Acts 2:17 end 18.
Other Old Testament references ere brought to mind by these

For I will pour water on the thirsty lend, and streams on
the dry ground; I will pour my Spirit upon your descendents,

22I Corinthians 6:17.

23x Corinthians 6:19-20a.
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end my blessing on your offspring (Isaiah 44:3):
I will give
one heart and put a new spirit in
them, and I will take the stony heart out of thJar flesh,
and give them a heart of flesh (Ezekiel 11:19): ·

And I will put my Spirit within you, and cause you t~ walk
in my statutes,
careful to observe
ordinances. 5
26
Jesus Himself made reference to Isaiah on the last day of
proclaimed •••
any one thirst, let him coma
bel teves in me 1 as the script'I.U'e bas
shall flow rivers of living water. •"
the Spirit, which those who believed
for as yet
Spirit
not been
not yet glorified (John 7:37b-39) •

.,
Resume ,2! God •a .!;\!riose
~

Possibly the

to me and drink..
who
said 1 • Out of his heart
low this he said about
in him were to receive;
because Jesus was

!:ceres sed.!!.~!!! Testament
resume of the intimate communicating purposes

found

that magnificent "pastoral"

and crucif1xion. 27 !be whole portion will be

of

to later; at

this point, more than sufficient evidence is derived from the final
plea of Jesus • "high-priestly" prayer.
"O righteous Father 1 the world has not known thee, but I
these know that thou hast sent me. I
have known thee J
made known to them thy name, and I will make it known, that
the love with which thou haAe loved me may be in them, and
I in them" (John 17:25·26).

---

24,ote also II Corinthians 3s3.
26Isaiah 44:3 55:1 and ;8:11 ..
1
28underltning inserted ..

251zek1el 36:27.
27John 13-17.
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can
purpose throughout all His association with man;

this aim'

could be described in the terms of the communication definition of
this research as a P!msetul relationship !!?!, !!1!, sb.sri91 ~ lU.mself
~

man; therebz creati!ll ! common orsanism ,2! rectproeal understand-

ins end ;erticietton.
But, according to the principle noted in the previC'IW!J chapter,
it would seem that the presence of the "Creator" "near" the "creatnre, It
let alone "in" him, would tend to be very "coercive." Row, then, did
God communicate llimself to .Man eo intimately without disintegrating
htms assimilating man into Himself? Bow did God actually make room
for Man's freedom, reciprocal understanding and participation.
III.

'fBI OOTWOR.I.'DG

or

II 'fBI OLD

GOl>'S PLAI' AS DISCRIBID
!'IS~.AMII!

Having established the fact ot God's purpose in communicating
Himself to msn, it is now intended to investigate the "process." An
attempt will be made to diacover how God overcame the "problems" ot
communication; determine whether Be related Himself in ways which
could be described by the current terminology ot procedure; end
observe whether the twentieth century analysis gives any clue as to
His eternal activity as well as man's contemporary relationship and
responsibility.
At this point the research could take one at at least two turns:

either

problems

and

ot their "corroboration;" or following the historical development
with an attempt to observe along the va;r the relationship between
contemporary terminology end the Book.
This investigator chose the second path because it seemed
to him more relevant to the "dynamic" concept with which the study

Even for this part of the study 1 the New lfestament will be
the point of authority.

Through it has been confirmed the fact of

God's purpose end some description presented.

Therefore, the pro-

cess will also be reflected essentially through its "eye." Obviously,
in the confines of this paper only a beginning could be made.
Paul assures us as he writes to the Galatians, that there was

And the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the
Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel. beforehand to Abraham(
saying, "In thee shell ell the nations be blessed" (Gal. 3:8) •
••• for it is written, "Cursed be every one who hangs on a
tree"- that in Christ Jesus the blessing ot Abraham might
come upon the Gentiles, that we might receive the promise of
the Spirit through faith (Gal. 3rl3b•l4).
Nov before faith came, we were confined under the lev, kept
un.der restraint until faith should be revealed. So that the
law was our custodian until Christ eeme, that we might be ju.stifiedbyhith. But now that faith bas come, we ere no longer
under a eU~todienJ for in Christ Jesus you. ere all sou of God,
through faith. For as many of you. as were baptized into Oh:rist
neve put on Christ •••• ~!!. zou.!!!. Christ's ~ zou.!!:!.
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offspring,
to
(Gal. 3:23-29).29
But when the time had fully come, God sent forth his Son,
born of a woman,
law1 to redeem
were
under the law, so that we might receive edoption. as eons.
And
you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of hi~ Son
into our hearts, crying, "Abbal rather!" (Gel. lu4-6).3
uLa•n•m's

As we have already discovered, God apparently had created men
for one purpose--to be m.s "sons." lie intended to reise them to
this level by offering them a portion of his "essence," a "share in
His holtness."3l
But Paul, the apoatle, proposes a logical communication problem.

After repeating God • s ane tent promise 1 "For 'ever;yone who calls

upon the name ot the Lord will be saved; •" he ponders •••
But how are men to call upon
in whom they have not
believeda And how are they to believe in him of whom they
have not heard 1 ·And how are they to l:!iear witb.out a preacher?
And how can men preach unless they are sent? ••• so faith comes
from wlwt is heard ••• (Romans lO:l3-l5a 1 17a).
The writer to the Hebrews also emphasizes that •••
•• .whoever would draw near to God must believe l:!ie
and that he rewards those who seek him...without faith it is
impossible to please him (Deb. 11:6).
The "heroes" of Israel, t.ndeed of

believed.

32

But, as Paul

Bible, are men who

hOW' did they arrive at

could they believe in Blm at

WhQtll

<..\l.e should not be surprised et this dilemma.

point of

have not heard?
It has

in the discussion of the communication process.

29un&erltn1ng inserted.
3lsee above, p.

41.

3°Underl1n1ng inserted.

32Hebrews 11.

The

S4

problem of vocabulary poses the problem
to

importance of faith

that no
can occur without some
ulary.

vocab·

It was also perceived that this "vocabulary" must ultimately

built upou
to
parties ..

to bridge the gap tlu:ough speaking "In many and various ways ••• to
our fathers by the prophets ••• " (Heb. 1:1).
Evidently in order to initiate the communication process, God
proposed to begin with simple facts of confirmed information.

Some

of these early contacts are described in Numbers:
And the Lord came
in a pillar of cloud, and
the
tent,
Aaron
Miriam•
both came forward. And ha said, *~ear
words:
a prophet
you, I
Lord
myself
to him
a vision, I speak with him in a dream. Not so with my servant
Moses; he is entrusted
all my house. With him I speak
mouth to mouth, clearly and not in dark
beholds
the form of
(Numbers 12:5-Sa).

people any mora

communicated with Adam.
could

"heard" 'ifalking in the gar-

55
den. w33 Indeed, there may be a similarity between Go4 •a eommun1cet1on
with Adam end that with Boah--it i.e said of him that be ~ked with
Go<t. tt3 4 In fact, this msy be the greatest teet1mony made of any of
the early men; tt:lnoch walked with God. n35
Another earl;y point of contact noted was the altar.

~uilt an alter."36 And

Boah

offered "eacrtfiees." Abrahem built

and unusual events.
The Lord "appeared tt to Isaac. 41 Jacob "dreamed" end God
"spoke J tt42 be "wrestled" with a ~n" whom he celled ~~ ..43 end
also erected altars.

.,

Joeeph was led by God in dreams.

44

,

Resume £!Bsrly Patriarche
At this Juncture it seems important to attempt to interpret
these recorded ttcommun1cat1ons" from

God

in the light of the stated

definition.
It

been determined that God ultimately wants to "snare•

Himself with men-•to "communicate" Himself to them in a very intimate
34aenesie 6:9.

35aenesis 5:22,24.

33Geneeis 3:8.
36aenesis 8:20.
38aenesis 15:1.

37aenesis l2:7,8J l3:4J 18.
40aenes1s 18.
39aenesis 15:17.

41
aenesis 26:2.

4~nes1s

44aenesis 37:37J

5·11.

28:10-22.

43Genes1s 32:24-30.

But, if they ere to

uncoerced,

to be an

this

choice.

they mat

'*infomation.n4S

they are to

it is

that it mat came

God; for

in

is

has detected

matter ..

But

"information,n
is

only One who

th.at seems to

ira

the

position.,46

"monopoly
in order to

man to the
"estabp.sh_!!." a
which, "if

2roperl;r: received,n could ultimately
47
t"4UJUlt.
Man's basic

about the desired

was

by God in

God also protected Htmself

the

ultimate communicaU.on, by providing the possibility of "referred"
or "confirmed information from whatever man's choice might be ..

was in the terms of his
(on
of

tree of

of

for ••• you shall dieu

evil you

2:16 ... 11) ..

was

in which

provision would elicit appreciation

45see above, p. 26.
47see above, pp. 24, 37.

recognition in

46 See above, p. 23.

good-
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of

3:23 and 8•13.

must be God.

In fact, the ndea.th" which Be had foretold as a con-

sequence of disobedience, seems to be the major "point" of eommunica ..
tion from Adam to Noah.

About ell that is recorded is that men

~rere·

born and died.5° Possibly redundancy?
But God. continues to strive to "establish" in the mind of men
the truth

~hat He

is God 1 the author( ity) 1 by attempting to motivate

confidence end choice.

Noah was called upon to "believe" God in spite

of much apparent practical, physical evidence to the contrary.5l And
Noah "found favor in the eyes of the Lord;" he "walked with God;" and
"did all that God commended him-"5 2 ~vidently Noah believed God on
the basis of only a smell amount of confirmed information and was
willing to tttrust 11 for the rest.
Later Patriar<:hs
Abraham too had to be challenged at this point of the faith
relationship.
And he Abraham believed the Lord; and he reckoned it to
him as righteousness (Genesis 15:6).
»ay myself have I sworn, says the Lord, because you have
done this, and have not withheld your son, your only son, I
will indeed bless you, and I will multiply your descendants
as the stars of heaven and es the send which is on the seashore. And your descendants shall possess the gate of their
enemies, end by your descendents shell all the nations o5
the earth be blessed, because you have obeyed my voice." 3
This men Abraham is more remarkable than most realize.

5°Genesis 4-6:8.
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Genesis 6:9-22.

53Genesis 22:16-18; with alternate reaaing in verse 18.

Much

59

points to ti:le teet that be came from

let from approximately tbe
of

the tablet were
name of a diety.
human form

all the human foibles.

that Abraham end his
am<)tlg

et~uJociates

It

hardly any wonder

faced such confusion

the people of their day. 54

heard, believed end obeyed that "Father a who has 1 according to the
Testament, always been seeking such to worship Him in •spirit
and in truth.";;
God, then, seems to accelerate the process of communication

by giTing great promisee, including a "eon of promise," Issac.

;6

laving a believing man, evidently made possible a renewed relation·
ship of positive communication.
lor is it merely a coincidence that God arbitrarily chooses the

Esau to carry on the line of

54

J. R. Du.mmelcw1 ed., ! Comment ant .2!1. !!!!, Holy Bible {l'ew
York: The Macmillan Company 1 19'0S), P• xvii.
55

~., P• xviii; John 4:24.

57aenesis 25tl9-26.

56Genesis 21:1•3

lesume 2{ ~oa.ter Patriarchs
But even for these uancient" ones the initial commuu:lcating

only for

from their environment and
beU.ef or reception evidenced by participation or obedience,.58

response of

relationship to

It could be

by any who would

!!
s~z.s.

(Adam); that .....................
(Noah); furthermore.

!!!2.

believed

that~

ham);
§!! .; .;.WOU;; ,.; ; .: l-.d choose (Jacob) ..

lish a relationship with just one individual or even one family;
He was evidently beginning to create the vocabulary through which He
could communicate to the whole world.
as one indi-

58Gened.a 9:1-17; 22: 15 ..18.
59Jamea 2:23; II Chronicles 20:7; and Isaiah 41:8.
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Proeess Th:rgw:ah Law
In the law, it would be a group, not just one individual who
hsd to

~lieve.w

For bearing the burden of such a responsibility,

Israel was to have blessings never to be afforded

other nation.

But if they did not properly regard the goodness of God, they would
still
were true because they were confirmed by tact.
God's purpose was that they become a untt, an organism of
communication: a ~kingdom ot priests;" "a holy nat1on;"60 "a people
holy to the LordJ If "chosen for his awn possession; u 6l "the people of
God" with whom he was willing 'to dwell. 62
The same relationship through covenant-promise which had been
established with Adam, lfoah and Abraham, was therefore enlarged to
include a nation.

The Law became the "code," a •custodian," as Paul

describes tt63....a 19!rdian and e il;!ide.

A eardian, in the sense ot

a standard to continue to protect the integrity of the lfame and authority of God and lis message as
menJ a guide in the sense of

identified Himself intimately with

becomin~

a framework within which God

could also continue to communicate with them m.s relationship to them,

60Jb'odus 19:6.
63
'l'he word is "schoolmaster" in the Authorised Version. Burton
Seott !aston in an article, "Schoolmaster" in the Internstional Stan·
dard Bible
· ia (Grand Bep:tds, Mieh: Wm. B. lerdmens Publishing Cc., !939 ,
, 2702J believes it should be "tutor." lis description Of the
led to the WOrds
ian. and &Uide. '!'his
comes from Gs
3 :24·25 and lxodus 2

ultimate purpose

world.
by

God was

God began to

and

to
shall
Lord your
with all your heart, and with all your soul,
wit~ all
5 And
mind.
is
first
a aecggd is like it 1 You shall love your neiJhbor as your•
self.
two CO!'I'Im.!!IDdll'tle!U::s Uwl<l~:u
the prophets.
And so it was, there were at the center
a Decalogue.

The first four defined man •a relationship to God, as

the only God. 61 The next six defined man•s relationship to men.
under this one God. 68 AU the remainder of the

was a *'spelling

out" of this basic vocabulary.
God took great pains to explain Himself as none;

6

~iatthew 22:39 from Leviticus 19:18.
68zxodus 20:12·17.
69neuteronomy 4.

aa a spirit-

:1-1.1.

wrote into the very fibre of the nation the fact that Be was the
redeemer-deliverer.72
Possibly the

significant idea communicated was that since

lie is holy, Be requires them to be holy.

As Du.mmelow puts it 1 God

established en "indissoluble bond between religion and morality.73
l'e was this holiness merely static.

They were called upon to

just, righteous and kind in their relationship to other men.

A very

complete morel "code" was pronounced, dealing with slaves 1
animals, property, strangers, money lending, etc.

Holiness wu ult-

imately described not only in men's relationship to God, but more
specifically in his responsibility to himself and other men.
Leviticus recorda God's willingness to associate with them end
describes the proper "way of approach" to Rim.

The multitude of pro-

hibitions and condemnations apparently intend to reveal to them their
present negative relationship to God and their resultant
reconciler.

of a

Though they declare themselves ready to obey God in this

code; they do not, end so very soon feel the need of assistance es

as

judge,
~76

and
therefore

always
the

•

u78

ao

will

if

and protect
they

not

must desolate

21 ..

16:48;
ue~.u:e:roltt®IY

17:14 ff.; Leviticus 8:10 ff.; !xodus 18:13; 11:15.

77Mostly Leviticus.

78gxodus 34:

•

79zxodus 40:34•35; Numbers 8:89; Exodus 25:22; 19:6; 13:21.

turn

is a continued call to faith

fellowship;

arable body of manifestly confi'J:'med information
vocabulary.

In spite of the neglect

inadequacy of Israel to

properly comprehend or follow the Law, it had nevertheless become
their framework of relationship to God on the basis of the faithful·
ness of the

variety
to a

And from this there was even a growing sense of

to be

min~;

redundancy was possible without monotony; there were

to

are clearly con•
the perthey
not destroying all

the

spoil of battle for themselves. in addition to other things.
led them into a period

they were described

This

in

own

•a _,....,,., in "coming upon"82
women to ttreiae them up" as deliverers, the history of these

Out of their exasperation

recogniti.on of the

for

; finally delivered
end obeyed, rapidly expended

king

wealth end power beyond

expectation.
temptation, God sent them prophets who

their new hour

of the Lew, God*s organ of commu-

nicetion.•
to

submitted

as they more

expediencies of

day, the "men of God announced God's

end desolation.

reference to Israel,; but se Israel wu disci•

to

plined
men.

of'

These men coot inuelly
to show
83
their "'""'"''"""' · T~y celled them

to relllensber the consistent eonf'i:rmed facts which God hed
the movemnt of the surround-

82Judges

I Sal'IJ'Uel,.

67

exile, God was still able to transmit

tbe downfall of

like

people,

ishment which was about to fell

e "better" kingdom ruled by I!I!!Mn'!.l.el, the Prince 1 the .,shoot out

of tbe stock ot Jesse • ..86

"faith" was still
But

their good and the ultimate communication of BiB purpose, God

had to demand their adherence to Iiis commands. 00

Each "jot and tittle" was important in His selt-cOEW:J.ication. 89
It was the whole and "perfected" Law that tully COim:'IW:licated God and
Ria message.

It Be had let

OM

th.ing slip, there would have been

a perversion ot their understanding ot His "nature" and Ria desired
relationship to men·-~ could not deny Blmselt.90

84Jeremiah l2-l5J Ezekiel 16 and 20; Jeremiah 44'!
86Jeremiah 713J 13·16; 9:67; 1111-10.
S5Micah 3:12; 5:2 ft.
87Romans 3:1-4; lebrews 4:1-2.

~tthew 5:18.

~ns 3:4; Psalm 51:4.

90Jumben 20:lO•l2J II Timothy 2:13.

One can also perceive the process at redundancy as all the
basic concepts of the Law were reitterated over and over by the propbets, !d.np and events in the life of the nation} whether the people
believed or not:

GOO's "'.l.llity and authority; His patience end mercy;

llis Justice and holiness; liis provision end protection; their need
Him and their basic rebellion against liimJ l!s willingness to forgive,
receive, restore end even inhabit them.
Indeed, it was in this setting of their national dieintegretion
end despair, that God had finally been able to begin to more ede·
quately purify end spiritualize the meaning of their national lite.

So one sees that ell the

necee~a~

!OCebul!£l for communica-

-

tion vas by this time tfyoven" into the "fibre" of their national
life.
All the elements and problems of the COl'm'DU'D.ication science

which research has described, are illustrated in the recorded
association of C-od with man as focused in the Old Testament.
God 'a ultimate eos.l, it has be(!tn ascertained, was to inhabit

men for the purpose of making them individual end collective ertiei·
ent~

.!! !l! aetivitz.
In order to accomplish this without coercion it vas necessary

to establish !. c:;earlz defined, wtusllz coazerehensf.ble relationship
initiates through e clearly atated "word" of pro-

established

or

.
to

It was

union.
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IN

IV.

it has been

in the investigation of
discovered that the age-long

of God has

by Hh

observed that

•

It likewise has

communicated into the life
sary to convey to

fulfilled.

Jesus,

~

men this divine goal.

to

Thus one looks

Fulfillment

!A!!.!!!.

carefully

one nation the

But it also has

demonstrated that an idea to have real
prehended, must be

to dwell

to

referent; it must

a

to

fully comconfirmed or

New Testament to see the Law

---the taw

••• Jesus, who thougn
was in
form of God, did not
count equality with God a thing to be
but emptied
htmself, takiag
a servant, being born in the likeness of men {Philippians 2:6-7).
was the event toward which all previous history evidently
God, Htmselft in the Son, "stepped

into His creation,

ot:~~•B:mle flesh and dwelt among us ••• ul
It was "when the ttme

that

sent forth Hh

born of a woman, born under the law ••• n 2 And the purpose?
the Law, so that we might receive
adoption as sons.u3

1John 1:14.
3Galatians 4:5.
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to be

they truly

*' ••• :i.t

" they would know Btm "beceuae 1 *'

1s

to me • .4

tb.et

""
" .... If you
Z~es, you ..........."'
of me. But 1t you do not believe
you believe my words?" (John 5l46-47) ..

tor

w'l"i'TI".M

how will

in
from the prophet Isaiah certain statements

by

liis

which were traditionally interpreted to refer to
announced, "Today this scripture

been fulfilled in your hear·

i.ng. •6
liis *'own eou:ntry" were not impresaed.

mended," "spoke" and "taught."

But

even became femous in the region.

6

So, if they did not believe Him by His words, they should have

been alerted by lis actions.
God

Be geve them emple opportunity.

had established certein "signs" or "symbols" by which lis

"Son" could be recognized, only

l!l

very few

which cen be included

in this brief analysis.

Onee_, when John the Baptist sent some of his disciples to ask.
..Are you he who is to come, or shell ve look for another?"

4John 5:39.

~uke 4:36-37J

5Lute 4:16-30.
Matthew

7:28-29.

"

It was
feaat
the Dedication at
it was
winter, and Jesus waa walking in the temple, in the portico of
Solomon. So
to him,
long will you keep us in suspense? If you are the Christ, tell
us plainly." Jesus answered tbetU, "I told you,
you
not
believe. The wo11:ks that I do in my Father's ~. they bear
witness to me,
not
not
belong to my sheep.
sheep hear my voice,
them,
follow me;
I
shall never ped.sh,
no one shall snatch
rather, who
to
all, and no one is able to snatch them out of
,. I and the
are one.,"
'!'he Jews took up stones again to stone
Jesus answ4are:d
them, HI have shown you many
works from
Father; for
which of these
stone me?
him,
ne you for no goOd
but
zou.
ina !. man, !!.!.!!. z~urse!( ~·
"Is U:
not Wll:itten !!. I.O?:!-~ 1aw1 • I said,
called
thes gods to whom the
of
c.mne
scripture cannot
broken), do you s~y of
whom the ra~ter consecrated and
s~t into the world, *You are blaspheming,•
I said,
•t am the
of
~ 'i
I am not
works of my
rather, then do m>t
me; but if I
them, even though
not beU.eve
beU.eve !!l works.,
you ~~ ls!!!!.
understand that the rather is in me
:tn the rather. n8

61:1.

to

of
from their
A few believed Kim but
soot lim.

(even His disciples) finally for·

sensed

man of sorrows and acquainted

griet .... "9
But it was mostly

religious

ism who recognised in Jesus a threat to their security and leadership
and turned the people sgainst Rim. 10 As Be broke their traditions
and astonished the people with lis teaching, they accused lim of
plotting to destroy their Le:w.
replied,
~hink not that l have come to abolish the law and the
prophets! l have come not to abolish them but to fulfill them.
For truly, l s8y to you, t 111 heaven and earth pass away, not
an iota, not a dot, will pass from tne- lew until all is accomplished (Matt. 5:17-18)."

Actually, Jesus' teaching had the effect of continuing to
purify and deepen the work end purpose of the Law.
"You have heard that it was said to the men of old, 'You
shall not kill; and whoever kills shell be liable to judgment.•
But I say to
that every one who ts 8ngr;y
his brother
shall be liable to judgment; whoever insults hh brother slulll
be liable to the council, and whoever seye, 'You tool!' shell
liable to the hell of fire .. (Matt. 5:21-22).

The real problem was their miaunderstan.d1ng of their own
scriptures.

They comprehended them to be en end in themselves,

when God had meant them to be merely the basic tools of :further

9zssiah 53:3.
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-

connmmleation.* They had become convinced that the Law was the way

for the feet that thoush they were only e smell, subjugated and seemingly insignit'icent nation; yet they were the only ones who worshipped
the one true end living God; they were the only nation that ebhorred
idols, had the oncles ot' God Himself and were •tree" from the "sinfulness," the licentiousness of the netions around them.

They would

not even associate with such "rubbish."
They alone were "righteous" end could prey
'God, I thank thee that I em not l1ke other men, extortioners, unJust, adulterers, or even like this tax collector.
I test twice e week, I give tithes ot all that I get' (Luke
lB:llb-12).
But 1 tor their good, the good of the nation end the good ot
ultimate purposes ot God in their lives end. the lives ot all men,
Jesus rebuked them severely.
"Woe to you, scribes end Pharisees, hypocrites: for
you tithe mint and dill end. c'Wmlin, end. have neglected the
weightier matters ot the law, Justice, mercy and teith; these
you ought to have done, without neglecting the others. l';b
blind guides, straining out e gnat and swallowing e camel:
Be also warned the people that unless their •righteousness"

exceeded •that ot the scribes snd Pharisees," they wonld "never
enter the kingdom ot heaven • .12
11
Matthew 23:23·24.
12
Mettb.ew 5:20.

Note also Leviticus 27:30 end Micah 6:8.

*John 5t39; Matthew 22:29.
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This apparent conflict between Christ end the Law continued
and became e major source of problem in the early church.

All becauee

those to vhom it vas given had missed the purpose of the t.v.
As ve have noted, the Jewish leaders had become so captivated
by the prospect of future ttpawer" and "glory" and

~n

keeping the

minute lava and trsditions in order to bring this to pass; they had
become "blind" to many things. 13
Actually 1 Paul declared, the taw had not been intended as an
instrument

Of

"righteousness" at ell; but rather as a reveeler of

sin.l4 The "Lew came in to increase the trespass ••• ul5
The taw vas their "schoolmaster" "to bring" them "to Christ 1 "
that they ''might be justified by faith."

16

It had uncovered their

sinful, "covetous" hearts in the blazing light of God's holy, just
18
and righteous love. 17 It lett them condemned.
The yearly sin·
offerings, feasts, sacrifices, rituals were obviously helpless against
such ~ickednesa."1 9
God alone could forgive stn20 and even then someone must bear

13Romana 2rl7-24.

14aomans 3:20; 7:7.

15Romana 5 #20.

16

Galatians 3:24.

l7Romans 7:7-9; 1:20; Job 25:4; Leviticus 11:44.

18

Romans 3:9,19

l9Bebrevs 9:1-10; 10:1; Colossians 1:21.
20Romans 5:21.
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the cou.sequences of the Law for God dare not seem to deny Himself. 21
Christ came 1 then, to fulfill the Law, to conBumate ell its
predictions, types end patte:rns; 22 to assume ell its burden, 23 to
~all its penelttee, 24 to eerEl ~effect ell its customs, 25
elertfz its purpose end manifest its God. 26
J1e was The Prophet, 27 The Priest 1 28 The K1ng29 of Whom ell
other prophets, priests, end kings had only been communicating
"signB. "30 He wee the true Bedeemer...Deliverer,31 the Mediator,32 the
Reconciler,33 the Reveletor34 of whom all former hed been merely divine "symbols."35
The Law, it has been shown, had been provided only to estab2

~umbeN 23:19; Romens 3:3; Galatians 3:13; II Timothy 2:13;
Isaiah 53#5•11.
22
:&ebrews.
23Aets 3:17-26; Galatians 3:13; Hebrews 9:1-15.
24

Romans 3:25; 4:25; Isaiah 53:5-6; 5:6.

25Luke 2:27,42; 4:16.
26

I John 4:9

27Acts 3:17-26; 7:37; Deuteronomy 18:15 18.
1
28
&brews 7 :21-25.
30
lebrews 8:5; 9:9; 10:1.
2
3 I Timothy 2:5; Hebrews 8:6.
34I John 4:9.

29Hebrews 1:3; 2:9.
3

~phesiane 1:7.

33colosstans 1:17-23.
35coloesiens 2:17.
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lish the neceeuun-.f defined relationship with man to lead

6

"bettern3 things..

therefore vas

on to

end of the x.v37 end

faith, 38 the new f'covenent," 39 the new point of relation-

beginning

of Goo•s self disclosure~. 40

ship in the continuing
But ee has
must have

11

referent, e fulfiller..

Until

consummation of the Law,

one must technically obey ell of it to show one•s belief tn it end
verify its communicating information.

Therefore ell it could do for

humans wee to expose them end point beyond.
But when Christ eeme, Be eomtleted it, fulfilled it in Him•
rselfJ Be took its place.

lo longer were men to place their confi·

denee in the Law by obedience 1 but now they were to believe .!:!!, Christ

.!:!!, order

*be.,
fulfilled n
_ ,. .;;;.;;:;:;;,o;;;.;;;;;;;;;;--.
Jes~_,

"Just reguirement ,2! SJ!!. !!!" could, by His Spirit,
in themt 41

1!!!1!!!..

!!!, Pioneer .!9! Perfecter

2!. Feith

Jesus Ohrtst not only fulfilled the Lew 1 but wee e1eo the
42
43
"pioneer end perfecter" of faith, the "ceptein of our se1vetton."

39Bebrews 8:1-13.
41

Romene 8:1-17; 1:17.

43Bebrews 2:10.

40
John 1:1; 14J 18.
42Bebrews 12:2.
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lished the stanasrd, the pattern ot His followers• ministry: giving,
serving in the
e new way.

enviro~:m1ent

of mutuel love.

44 It was to

lfo longer "slaves 1 tt but friends, sons 1 heirs, throush

Spirit. 45 All things were theirs. 46

Even His disciples could
were thrOWn into consternation...•they had not comprehended the spirituel

voca~ulsu. 47
And they did not really understand until the Spirit came utn."
How beautifully ehrist communicated this truth, comforting
end preparing them for further fulfillment ot the lfprom1se. u 48
'*Believe

consternated disciplesh leith was still the great

illu~us.

They bed

to begin to trust Him.

"!!.! ~ wez:, !.!!, ~truth !.!.4, ~life, "5°
tinued.

Jesus had con-

And to their uncomprehending ears Be declared, " ••• Be who

4~tthew 20:25-28; 18:10.14; Luke 22:24-27; I John.
45nomens 8:14-17; John 15:15.

46x Corinthians 3>21-23.
47Msrk 14:46-52J Luke 24:13-25.

48John 13·17; See above P• 40.
49John 14:1.

19
I am in the Father and

in

or

Truly, truly, I say to you,
who believes in me will
also do the worts that I do 1 end greeter works than these
will he do
I go to the rather. Whatever
ask in
my name I will do it,. that the rather may be sJ.or1:f1ed in
the Son; if you
anything in my name, I will do it.
If you low me you will keep my commandments. And I
will prey the rather, and he will give you another Counsellor,
to be with you tor ever, even the Spirit ot truth, whom the
world cannot receive,
tt neither sees
nor knows
himJ you knew him( for he dwells with you and shall be in
you (Jn. 14•12·17}.
I will not leave you deaolate; ! !!!:! eome 12, y;ou. 53
After this Jesu apoke ot lis departure; their coming spirituel insight to "see•• Kim; their "lite" because le liveaJ the indwelling of the Son in the ratherJ their indwelling in Him and Be in
and th.e manifestation of the Son to those who love llim.54
But, the disciples asked how would Be manifest llimeelt to
them and not the rest of the world?
This feedback gives Jesus an opportunity tor some more valuable redundancy;.
If a man loves

51John 14:9.

he will keep my word, and my rather

52 John 14:11.

53John 14:18; underlining inserted.

54John 14:19-21.
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will lave ~im 1 and we will come
with him. 5

Holy Spirit" who will make all this possible.

not

Father• ., These coneeJ!i!s Be plante eo that when they take place
there would already

a neucleus vocsbularx for definition and

6

explall8tion;5 even as the Father-God had selected, refin!21 defined
proper vocabuls:t"'.t; in order that the Son might be
comprehended.
Jesus had spgken to them about greeter works than Be. 57 low
Be began to delineate whet this meant.

In :teet 1 Be had opened the

evenings • activities by becoming their servant and washing their
:teet.58 So, also Be reminds them thet they must abide in l:tim sa the
'*true" vine end submit to the "vtnedresser's" pruning tn order that
they may beer ..much :truit

tt

for the Father •s glory.

The "'full" .joy

of Christ vas to be the reward for such participation "in., Him end
the Fether.59
Their new found "joy," position end power must be tempered by
the "lave" which Jesus describes ss the central commandment of His

55Jchn 14:23-24.

56John 14:25~31.

57John 14:12.

58John 13:3·17; Luke 22t27.

59John 15t1·11; Hebrews 12c2.
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way.

And this "love"

gtving His life.

They ere now His frtend 1 end Be will give Ris life

tor His friends in order that these whom Ba has chosen may "go out"
end bear "fruit. "60 He leeds the way--Be is the pioneer end per•
teeter.
At this point they ere warned not to be shocked if they are
hated by the world.
the world.

'l'he world does not love those who ere not of

They will be no different than their "master." Since

Bit was hated, they will be hated.

ness.

But this must not stop their wit-

The coming Counselor who •proceeds from the Father" will

still witness to the world and so must they. 6l
Jesus said all this to keep them from being discouraged and
"falling. away," to strengthen them and give them adequate vocabulary

or information by which to perceive end use their coming experiences.
It is so much easier to bear and understand the things which ere
expected.

62

And. so Jesus continues to gently introduce them to the Boll
S2irit who will come to abide

!!: !!!!!! as

Counselor and GuideJ

end who will convince the world at its sin, of :S:is righteousness end
of the coming Judgment.

Even. as Jesus was comforting them at that

time, so would Be in the future by His Spiri.t.63 First "Jesus"

60
John 15:12-17.

61John 15:18-27.

62John 16:1,.._.

63John 16.

the

and than
of the taw.

thrust out on

terrified; confused group of men were about to
their own.

God was about to place on them the awful responsibility

of communieatiBS to the whole world

~~romis'

which He had made in

before the world began; the fruit of centuries of hoping,
living and dying was about to be fulfilled.

to be begin•

He

then for their benefit His mediatorial ministry.64
They were about to discover that even as the

was only a

means to an end, so was Chrtst*s earthly ministry.
He

was

only hopa. 65
in Christ; now He

:,max were to

the witneases,67 the lights,

world must see their
heaven. 70

a~~ ~~rks

and

~~orifi

their rather

~

They were to become as one under the Law that they might win
those under the Law; as one outside

Law to those

64John 17; I Timothy 2:5.

65John 17: 26.

66 Galattans 4:19.
68Philippians 2:15.

67Aets

70Matthew 5:16; John 15:8.

1:8.

69Matthew 20:26.

the Law

that
They were to be all things to all men that by all maans they might
save some. 71
they, as

With

-of Christ."
v.
with

ogy of
that

clearly
events and teaching of both
•s self-revelation,

divine and
concluded,

was seen to result in the actual fulfillment of
through men

the Spirit.

P• 40.

CHAPTER IV
TO StiMMARY AID CQ1CLUSIOIS

IV

atm of this investigation has

to

the concept of Biblical Communication

s~th!:ng

order to relate it to

the understanding of our contemporary responsibility

Christian

education.
After careful study in the semantics of the

and its

contemporary use, "communication" was defined as:
estabU.shme:nt of a clearly defined, mutually

purposeful

COililPt:·en~i!ncaea

relation ..

ship in order to share one's self :freely with someone
if properly received, results
understanding and participation.
of the currently

procedures

the communication

concept were

transmiseton;
entropy.

reception. These were

to ba pre-

to the establishing of any basic
•

the

It was

ft'!l"i...... , • •

e

relation•

were quite

of

with man.

It was also demonstrated that there are
pri.neiples
e~~rE~Ss1ea

out

as:

motive.

in

problems or

communication concept.

tfere

vocabulary, integr1ty 1 faith, information, referent,
These were

to ba

in

Divine Communication.
It was then show

that:~

in the light of the definition,

a purpose; and this goal was defined as a df.Ulire to share Him·
self with man by imparting His Spirit to them.

with man a clearly defined, mutually comprehended relationship: as
and finally

the cases of Adam,
Christ.

decision
in all the initial response to

authority ..

Proper reception or faith was likewise

the

understanding
participation:

as in the Law, tbe Church

the Spirit•filled,

fulfilled. perfected individual.

l.

2. that since

is the creator and initial

is the initiator of

capacity.

of

3. That this fact
importance to those
about Him.

in

are attempting to

of

87
in one of
Bible, preu:;anted

5.
to

Information ..
basis of mutual confidence.
Faith -

befor~:t there

gration.

organism
which results

coJ~&E~~~en,t

COI.'lR~:U·oi(:a

Jt!Srtic.~!ation.

from the association of
education 11

1. That the Church, therefore. has vast responsibility in

creating

S. That the Scriptures
the

"''~"'"..,"'1\l!.:o

of

the sensitive listening to feedback for adequate
evaluation of
the

the

f:O

thoughtful

••a•~rv

of

the intended

kind, level, quality
transmission; the patient
all

repb.rasing,

to insure mutual

c~molte~Len~

reU.ving-n'l"<r>ltu~r'l!"

reception.
communi·

cation it the

""'""~"""'',..

of common <.n:ganism in willing, free, reciprocal

participation.

liv:b:ag;

10. That.

11. That the

to ita aut.bor(ity),
such an intricate

1. fh:!a study, itself

1U.vine.

u~i:i:~:ull:i

to

more thinld.ng 11 writing
philosophy

Tli'H> ... <l>

ft<'U:I!t'lft

to

of Biblical

in

theology.

2. This study
ought to be _.,........., ..
possibly

revelation
nature of

3. Prom su.eh

teaching methods

man and salvation.

•erge the

applied

in
tools~

and

which can
areas of
missions, and

4.

to
mate-

in

Christian education.
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